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Welcome home,  
 
This space is here to help organise your thoughts and ease the pressure of the sometimes endless ‘to do’ list 
in the lead up to the end of the year, to support you in the change of the seasons and bring warmth and 
support.   
 
I’ve designed the workbook to align to calm and self-awareness.  A version of you where you move through 
your days and tasks with grace and ease underpinned by connection to your slow-lived winter self.    It 
works if you’re busy!  Less so if you’re stressed….  
 
You can use it as an everyday tool to naturally make you more productive and centred.   
 
For me, winter wellbeing means writing, making great coffee and drinking it hot, being outdoors, baking, 
yoga, meditation, napping, creating and getting ‘Christmas ready’.    Preparing to say goodbye to the end of 
the year for me is as important as the January goals that follow.  
 
To unlock your creative visions, you just need to show up each day in your own way – creativity shows even 
more creativity the way to go!  You can print these pages and use them to scribble onto or use them together 
with a notebook however you prefer is perfect.  
 
I hope my work and this letter finds you well and excited for a wonderful winter ahead.  With love and 
sparkles from my family to yours, 
 
Claire x  
 
PS – If you’d like to stay in touch, I’d love to hear from you, I’m tagging the sparkles over on Instagram @sparklestag and you 
can email me; Claire@creativelyconscious.co.uk  
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Tune in…  
 
Our first step in connecting to the change in seasons is to observe and honour what makes us happy in this season.   
 
For me, I feel creative in winter, I feel sleepier in the morning, I crave light on the darker days and my most productive time is 
around 10am each day.  
 
Answer the questions below instinctively or if you’re not sure of your answers try tuning in using five deep breaths and figure 
out the answers each day over a few days until you have some common themes…  

 
• In winter… I mostly feel….(list all words which come to mind)  

 
• My power hour (the hour when I feel most productive) is… 

 
• My energy on a scale of 0-10 in the morning is…. 

 
• …in the afternoon is….. 

 
• …the evenings is….  

 
 
PS - If you’re a woman who is pregnant or menstruating your energy might fluctuate through the month and you can keep track 
on an app like ‘clue’ to see where you are with this each week. 
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Gaze Outward  
 
This is the part where you get to day dream, to design how a ‘perfect’ winter.  By perfect what I mean here is to connect to the 
feeling your wisest and most congruent self. 
 
My goals for winter connected to the areas of the life I lead look like this…  
 

• Personal… 
• Self-development… 
• Wellbeing… 
• Family… 
• Relationships (friendships/ romantic)… 

 
Do you find it hard to figure out your own goals?  Email me and I’ll send you some resources to help.  
 

• 4 things that overwhelm me the most about winter are…  
 

• 3 ways I can look after my own wellbeing in winter are… 
 
• 2 ways I can gift my time to others who would appreciate it in winter are…  

 
• 1 way I experience magic/ connection to nature in winter is by… 
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Get Creative and Make Plans  
 
This is your space to scribble out the things that 
make you feel super sparkly… 

 
The 5 things I can do to feel my 
most sparkly and to really look 
after my own wellbeing in 
winter are… 
 
The 4 things I can make space 
for to fuel my creativity are…  
 
The 3 things that stand in my 
way of being more creative in 
winter… 
 
The 2 things I can commit to RIGHT NOW to ensure I connect to my true creative 
goals this winter are…  
 
1 thing I was most proud of in my creative projects last winter is…  
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Some creative work to delight your spirit… 
 
Sketch out three vertical columns.   
 

In the first, write a list of at least 10 things that feel creative for you (you’re allowed 
to think big), in the next column how you might go about achieving them and next to 
that how you might gift them to others.  You might want to work down or across – 
see what feels good intuitively to you… add a title to the top of your page.   
 
‘Things’ could be making a meal from scratch for friends, writing a letter to a relative selecting a pen you love to write with 
and paper that feels precious, sourcing fruits for jam, making it and adding handwritten labels for your neighbour, writing and 
sharing your favourite cookie recipe with parents at the school gate, watching youtube tutorials, sourcing wool to knit a giant 
blanket for a Christmas present for your mum, making a friendship scrapbook for your friend, sourcing gifts and coloured 
tissue paper for a hamper for your child’s teacher…. 
 

Now circle at least three you think you might realistically be able to do over the 
coming season, and one you could do every week.    If you don’t have one that feels 
good, extend your list to twenty or even thirty items.   
 
Now get specific and write how you will do these things and break them down into smaller tasks, so… if you’ve written write a 
letter to a relative or make handmade Christmas cards, you’ll need to research your design, source your materials, decide on 
a posting date, write it in your diary, gather addresses etc…. do you want a child or partner to share in the task or is it just for 
you?  
 
Now transfer this list into a place that works for you, a beautiful notebook, crisp white pages in an a4 folder, the notes in your 
phone, a scrap piece of paper on your bedside table.   Have fun and if you find it a little hard you’re definitely doing it right!  
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Fancy some whimsical 
wellbeing…? 
 
 
This is your magic space that will evoke feelings of 
wellbeing without necessarily consciously doing 
something under the typical ‘self-care’ banner.   
 
It’s not about grand one-off gestures to yourself as 
nice as they are…more daily rituals.  
 
My own whimsical wellbeing practises are the whole 
reason Creatively Conscious was born!  
 

Can you repeat the creativity task 
above but switch out creativity for 
wellbeing?  Are there any ideas/ 
concepts that straddle both 
columns?  
 
For me, wellbeing could be as simple as mindfully lighting a fire.  Do I consider that a creative exercise too?  You bet!   
 
People find creativity in all sorts of places and what feels good for my wellbeing and serves my creativity might be wildly 
different to yours.  What does feeling good look like?  What does feeling calm look like?  What is the environment like?  
 
There’s a difference between artistic and creative but my dear you can be both and do both…. I promise and if you’re stuck I 
bet looking after your wellbeing might show you some light 
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Celebrate  
 
Write a date here that signifies the end of the winter 
season to you, the end of the commitment to this work, it 
could be the start of the new year, Valentine’s Day or the 
end of February – it’s your date so you can decide when 
you’re ready for Spring… 
 

The time and date I would like to 
celebrate the end of winter is…  
 
 
 

 
On this date, you’ll be conducting your own closing 
ceremony to your season of work, you can celebrate all 
you’ve achieved and choose some things you’d like to do.   
 
This might be to write all you are grateful for in the season that has just passed.  It might be to crack open the bubbles or run 
yourself a bath with your favourite essential oil and a new candle, to bake a cake and invite a friend round to share your news. 
(I really recommend sharing this entire workbook with a friend actually)  
 
All that matters, is you mark the occasion and get ready to give yourself a huge hug for all you’ve achieved without exception, 
judgement or critique – a huge hug of congratulations.  I really believe in giving thanks to all we are grateful for and closing 
the cycle we are even more ready to start a brand new one.  On that note, if you’d like to know when my Seasonal Slow 
Living Workbook for Spring will be ready just sign up to my mailing list here, and you’ll be the first to know! 
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FAQs… 
Q – I feel a bit lost…  
A – Do one thing and do it with heart, take 25minutes to do it then take a break – come back to it.   
 
Q – I started off well but I’ve lost my way… 
A – Try my freedom planning download to carve out space. 
 
Q – Have you got anything else to compliment this? 
A – My website has some resources but if you’re looking for something specific just shout and I’ll see if I have it in my client 
packages to share with you.  

 
Further creative content recommends just for you…  
I am so committed to my creatively conscious work and wanted to share some other places I find inspiration 
outside of the processes I follow myself, some of them might connect for you or a friend….  
 

• A Creative to follow - Naomi Bulger is a creative really slow living with heart -  
https://www.naomiloves.com  

• A Book to read – Elizabeth Gilbert’s book is exactly what it says on the cover, if you haven’t read it 
pop it on your Christmas list -  https://www.elizabethgilbert.com/books/big-magic  

• A Quiz to take – Check out Sas Pethrick’s quiz on self-doubt archetypes - 
https://www.saspetherick.com  

• A podcast to listen to – Sara Tasker is one of my favourite creative’s online – I love how brave she is 
whilst been a self-confessed introvert -  https://meandorla.co.uk/podcast52  

• A Coach to work with – I offer creative mentoring and I also really recommend you check out Sarah 
Seed Coach and her heart mapping programme - https://sarahseed.com  

• A journal method for Christmas planning – I ADORE bullet journaling, I don’t do it every week but 
I’m a fan at busy times - https://bulletjournal.com/blogs/bulletjournalist/holiday-planning-guide    
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